PRR11 is a cell cycle regulator involved in pathogenesis of cancer. Therapeutically it has been identified as target to inhibit cancer growth. In this study, we employed in silico strategies for determining 3D structure of PRR11 and identification of lead molecules. Molecular modelling of PRR11 was carried out with the help of @TOME2, modeller 9.10 and ModLoop, further structure refinement conceded with SAVES server. ZINC database was virtually screened against reference marine natural compound and docking simulations were performed in AutoDock Vina. Pharmacokinetic properties of leads have been analysed in DataWarrior. Collectively, the results revealed that the 3D structure of target was successfully build with refinement of 30 loops, the reliable structure showed that 83.87% amino acid residues present in allowed regions of Ramachandran plot, Errat overall quality factor was 83.807, passed in Prove and more than 65% amino acids have scored >=0.2 in the 3D/1D plot of PRR11. Based on small molecule screening of ZINC database against PRR11 with resulted pharmacokinetic descriptors, 5 lead molecules (28863059, 79642438, 27766155, 27855322 and 28365298) have predicted as PRR11 inhibitors, which are very prominent in binding energy values, ADME and adverse effects (MTIR) calculations than reference marine natural compound. ZINC database has been given a choice to purchase lead molecules for further evaluations in in vitro/in vivo studies; it could be an opportunity to further prove of this in silico predictions.
INTRODUCTION
Cancer is a complex disease, characteristically it initiates as benign tumor at specific organ of the body, but its prevalence taken to the other body parts by malignance mechanism. Genes are deviated into two major types in the cancer phenotype; they are proto oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes; mutations in these genes are consequences the growth of cancer. 1, 2 Cancer is commonly well thought of a cell cycle disease. Cell cycle is a sequentially ordered and highly regulated mechanism for the division of a cell, which is essential for transmission of genetic material from one generation to the next. 3 Huge number of cell cycle regulators influence the cell division, if such regulators are altered/ over expressed, this will lead to unrestrained cell proliferation. PRR11 is a cell cycle regulator, its expression vary in cell cycle stages. 4 PRR11 function has been recently identified in various cancer types. It's over expression has been observed at both m-RNA and protein levels in lung cancer tissue. It has been silenced by RNAi, then it resulted S phase arrest, suppressed cellular proliferation, cell migration, invasion and colony forming ability in lung cancer cells whereas, growth retardation and S phase arrest was observed in HeLa cells; also inhibited tumorogenic property in nude mice. Micro array analysis of lung cancer tissue was shown that its knock down dysregulates the various genes involved in metastasis, tumorigenesis and cell cycle. 5 Zhang et al., (2012) 6 reported that PRR11 gene over expression associated with poor survival rate of pancreatic cancer patients. Human genome project has been taken a lot of investment for the identification of complete genome of human. At present, the ratio of protein sequences are available in UniProt database and the protein crystal/NMR structures deposited in PDB (protein data bank) is distant, at least 10% of sequences are not determined into structures but most of them are well-known as therapeutic targets of diseases. Meanwhile their suppression by RNAi and other technologies curing the diseases were experimentally proved. Hence, target protein atomic and molecular structure through X-ray crystallography and NMR, further identification of drugs against such targets is urgent necessary. 7, 8 Determination of protein structures through experimental methods are tended to very slow and not succeed for all proteins especially for membrane proteins. 9 Bioinformatics is a new discipline emerged from engage of biology and computer science, it is a site of address for many complicated questions which are not answered by experimental methods. For example, now a day structural biologists determining the 3D structure of target proteins through molecular modelling approaches computationally for many sequences, with the help of homology sequence crystal structures present in PDB. 10 Also, pharmacologists identifying the lead molecules against modelled structures through structure based virtual screening of small molecule libraries. 11 This study has been planned mainly to determine PRR11 protein 3D structure (macro molecule), a therapeutic target of cancer with threading application of molecular modelling. Further, validations of modelled structure were carried out through web servers. Next to model, identification of ligand binding sites in structure and screening of ZINC database against them through structure based virtual screening approach in AutoDock Vina software. Additionally, the pharmacokinetic properties of leads (micro molecules) and their adverse effects were predicted with computational tools.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Molecular threading and modelling of macromolecule
The PRR11 protein was identified as target in cancer but no crystallographic structure is available in the PDB (Protein data bank) yet. Based on crystal structure of template (similar protein) homology with target sequence, a computational crystallography method of modeller for proteins was developed by Sali and Blundell, (1993) . 12 The protein sequence retrieved from UniProt database and searched for template crystal structure in @TOME2, a threading server. 13 Before modelling, the evolutional relationship of two protein (PRR11-Template) sequences was confirmed by alignment event using ClustalW tool. The template structure (PDB: 1tvk "the binding mode of epothilone A on alpha, beta-tubulin"), which is identified by threading server.), target sequence and necessary scripts for modelling were run on the modeller 9.10v platform. Total 200 simulations for protein modelling were made and fine five 3D model structures of target protein were selected based on Discrete Optimized Protein Energy (DOPE) scores.
Target protein refinement
The final refinement of selected 5 target protein structures were evaluated in SAVES server, a domain with collective protein evaluation parameters.
14 In broad spectrum of protein biology, protein models are being subjected to refinement for their bond orders, missing hydrogen atoms, topologies and other missing groups. 15 The stereo chemical quality in modelled protein was explored with Ramachandran plot and Whatcheck parameters; the error functions of residues and non bonded interactions between atoms of structure was observed using Errat; and compatibility of every amino acid of PRR11sequence with final 3D structure was calculated using Verify3D. Based on all the values, one refined 3D structure was selected for further loop refinement with ModLoop server, a modeller associated web server. 16 Homology sequences are not completely conserved during evolution, so possibility of insertions/ deletions often occur called loops. These are variable regions determine the functional specificity by contributing activity and binding sites of protein structure. Loop modelling accuracy determines the usefulness of homology model in docking studies.
17
Ligand binding site prediction
Generally, structure based virtual screening initiated with detection of ligand binding sites in proteins; these sites are pocket like arrangements with molecular adherence surfaces, hydrogen bond donors, hydrogen bond acceptors and hydrophobic features. 18 The proteins/ enzymes (macro molecules) with co-crystal structures make clear its drug/lead (micro molecules) binding sites; those reflect their functional parts along with key amino acids, which are interacted with micro molecules. In case of uncrystallized macro structures, the micro molecules binding sites needs to be predicted. Today, ligand binding sites of protein being achieved through web servers. 19 These are predicting the sites based on amino acid composition and folds. CASTp server is the one of best binding site predictor 20 hence, it has been used in this study to find out ligand binding sites of PRR11.
Micro molecules selection and structure based virtual screening
In this approach, we selected anticancer marine source natural products and their derivatives as reference compounds for initial docking. At present, these compounds are at the level of preclinical and clinical trials against cancer. The docking simulations were carried out in the AutoDock Vina wizard of PyRx software. 21 Initial docking resulted best fitted compound was used for further virtual screening of ZINC database, a place of library for micro molecules. Obtained analogue data set of initial best compound was redocked into the identified binding sites of macromolecule. The docking simulations executed in AutoDock Vina based on genetic algorithm; it simulates each compound for eight iterations (stereo chemical rotation of bonds present in the chemical compound) in the binding site and calculates the binding energy in the form of kcal/mole.
Pharmacokinetic calculations and molecular visualization
Based on structural information available for the present drugs, computational methods have been developed, those are predict the drug pharmacokinetic properties like ADME and adverse effects such as mutagenicity, tumorogencity, irritation and reproductive effect (MTIR). DataWarrior 4.4.4 version, 22 a product of Osiris server, is an excellent drug property filter, which has been used to calculate the properties of lead molecules. Structure based virtual screening resulted lead compounds interaction with amino acids of PRR11 need to be visualized for the beauty view and easy understanding. Finally, this mark has been succeeded with the use of PyMOL tool, freely accessible and user friendly molecular visualizer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular threading and modelling of PRR11
The cells equipped with huge number of proteins for their native function and homeostasis. The protein sequences deposited in UniProt is above 20 million but their crystal structures deposited in PDB is only 90,000, this give us a clear idea that the challenge in determining crystal structures of proteins is arduous. 8 The protein targeted chemo therapy being played a vital role in the treatment of diseases. Due to insufficient crystal structures of target proteins, the bioinformatics tools taken a step to build 3D models based on homology of template crystal structures of others. In this study, we found moderate relation score upon sequence alignment of template (PDB: 1tvk) and PRR11 sequences. The alignment of template and PRR11 is shown in Figure 1 . Further, we build a 3D model of PRR11 through threading approach with modeller assistance. Among 200 modelled structures from modeller, the best DOPE value structures were selected; their scores are -27226.66797, -27090.89648, -27048.83984, -27017.51563, and -27016.26172.
Structural evaluation of protein
Initially, all 3D structures evaluated through Ramachandran plot, Errat, Whatchek and Verify3D. Next to that, data obtained from above parameters were analysed and best model (DOPE: -27090.89648) was selected. Final refinement of this model was increased by identification of unfolded amino acids in superimposed template with target using PyMOL and its modelling was done through ModLoop server. Total 30 loops (Table 1) were refined to make the PRR11 structure valid and final validation reports except Ramachandran plot were represented in Figure 2 whereas Ramachandran plot and validated final macro molecule 3D structure portray in Figure 3 ; obtained validation values are as follows, 82.7% amino acids present in allowed regions of Ramachandran plot; the verify3D value resulted as 66.65% and Errat was 83.807, all these parameters confirmed the structural reliability and strengthen its utility for further studies. Though, more number of molecules with best ranking than reference compound was explored and after filtration of pharmacokinetic properties, we selected five lead molecules which are discussed below.
Drug property filtration
Any chemical constituent with potential activity should follow some rules and regulations for further formulation and oral prescriptions. Lipinski et al., (1997) 23 predicted the rule of five for FDA approved oral drugs, they finalized that orally accepted drugs need to have molecular weight (MW) <500, hydrogen bond donors<500, hydrogen bond acceptor<10 and octanolwater partition coefficient (log P) <5. Lipinski rule of five is a drug property filter, describes ADME properties. But, Young and Mark (2011) 24 found that few non oral drugs approved by FDA have violated the rule of five, especially ophthalmic drugs in MW, hydrogen bond acceptors over the threshold number. Many drugs available in the market for the treatment of diseases are showing adverse effects, those are mainly MTIR. Both filters have been carried out for the top five ligands using Data Warrior. All the compounds have been qualified most of the predicted pharmacokinetic properties which are represented in Table 2 . Compounds such as ZINC 28863059, 79642438, 27766155, 27855322 and 28365298 were selected for molecular visualizations. The selected compounds have qualified ADME except molecular weight digit (MW more than 500 except ZINC 79642438). It is clearly indicates that the lead ZINC 79642438 as oral and other all leads are confidence to prescribe as non oral drugs. The ZINC 79642438 lead has showing partial tumorogencity whereas rest of leads are not having adverse effects.
Macro-micro molecules interactions
The lead molecules with least binding energy in binding site and presence of hydrogen bond donor/acceptor descriptors count are play crucial role in molecular interactions. In this work, molecular interactions have been visualized and identified in PyMOL tool, where the protein was exposed as cartoon and the leads are in the form of sticks. Based on binding energy values, we selected top ten leads but after pharmacokinetic property prediction, five of them were omitted. The leads 28863059, 79642438, 27766155, 27855322, 28365298 with common prefix ZINC have been finally selected ( Table 3 ). The best ranking given to the leads based on binding energy values in binding sites of PRR11, for purchase; hence it could give a chance to prove this in silico study results in in vitro and in vivo experiments.
If it could, the significance of interacted amino acids of PRR11 with lead molecules also possible then functional moieties of protein would explore. BE: Binding energy
